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What are GRBs?
Intense bursts of gamma-rays

Duration: ~10ms - hundreds of seconds

happen at a random position on the sky 
never repeat
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What does Fermi see?

credit: N. Omodei

as of 2011-01-20

LAT does not see GeV emission from most GRBs 
(see, e.g., Ackermann et al., 2012)



What have H.E.S.S./MAGIC/
VERITAS/HAWC seen?



Swenson et al. (2010)
Abdo et al. (2010)

GRB 090926AGRB 090510

GeV emission during 
afterglow



Very bright GRB 130427A



10-100 GeV photons

Fan, Tam, et al. (2013)

GRB 130427A emits many high-energy gamma-rays during the 
prompt & afterglow period

95 GeV

a 95 GeV photon arrived at 
T0 + 243s, corresponding to 
an intrinsic photon energy 
128 GeV at z=0.34



Spectral evolution

Tam et al. (2013)
Significance of broken power law

over power lawPower law index doesn’t change!

Figure S1. Spectral Energy Distribution of LAT data in five different time intervals
(a=138–196 s, b=196–257 s, c=257–750s, d=138–750 s, e= 3000s–80000 s).
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Ackermann et al. (2014)



extended emission 
mechanism

Synchrotron emission (e.g., Kumar & Barniol 2009, 
Ghisellini et al. 2010)

but there exists a maximum synchrotron energy, it is 
hard to explain the >10 GeV photons 
 
 
 
 

Fan, Tam, et al. (2013)
also see Ackermann et al. (2013)



Inverse Compton emission can 
explain the extra hard component

Liu et al. (2013)

synchrotron inverse Compton



GRB 131231A

Liu, B. et al. (2014)
Probably the strongest case for IC emission, besides 130427A

100 GeV



But the very high-energy photons come from the 
afterglow phase,

and the 95 GeV photon was detected at 243s after the 
trigger

Is there any ~100 GeV during the prompt 
emission?



Second component during prompt phase

GRB 090902B

Abdo et al. (2009)

GRB 090510

Ackermann, et al. 2010
~10 GeV 10 GeV

~10 sec after trigger ~1 sec after trigger



Second component during prompt phase

GRB 090902B

Abdo et al. (2009)

GRB 090510

Ackermann, et al. 2010
~10 GeV 10 GeV

~10 sec after trigger ~1 sec after trigger



Fermi的限制
在10 GeV以上，Fermi-LAT已经看到了与伽玛暴相关的约⼗〸十个
光⼦子，包括⼀一个来⾃自GRB 080916C(z=4.35)的27.4 GeV光⼦子（从
源出发时是147 GeV），和GRB 130427A的⼀一个95 GeV的光
⼦子，证明伽玛暴能产⽣生约100 GeV的极⾼高能伽玛光⼦子！

随着时间的推移，Fermi-LAT将在未来⼏几年看到更多10 GeV以
上光⼦子。但Fermi-LAT受制于有限的可接收⾯面积(约0.8平⽅方⽶米)，
将来也始终⽆无法很好的得到10 GeV以上的伽玛辐射谱和光变。

要⼤大幅提升可探测的极⾼高能的伽玛光⼦子数，就必须仰赖地⾯面伽
玛射线探测器。



Why bother the very high-
energy photons of  GRBs?
Because LHAASO is upcoming!

The radiation mechanism is still under debate

The energy band where extragalactic background light 
(EBL) attenuation starts to modify the intrinsic spectra 
of the sources (e.g., AGN, GRBs)

At these energies, GRBs can be seen at distances 
further than those of AGN, because of the EBL





⼀一點回顧…⋯…⋯
对于伽玛暴及其馀辉，地⾯面伽玛射线探测器已经从事了约⼆二⼗〸十年
的观测，还没实现⾸首次显着性⾜足够⾼高的伽玛暴探测。

⽐比较着名的有： 
MILAGRITO对于970417A的观测（2.7σ）， 
国内的则有⽺羊⼋八井ASγ对于991208的观测，后者还被看到类似
GRB 990123的可见光馀辉幂律陡降，红移0.706（1.88σ）

Not even H.E.S.S. II/VERITAS/HAWC

原因包括灵敏度不够⼂丶观测延迟时间太长，伽玛射线被河外背景
光(Extragalactic Background Light)吸收等(Xue, Tam, et al., 2009).





HESS-observed GRBs

Aharonian…Tam…(2009)



 
CT5, the 28-m dish telescope

CT1-4,  
the original 13-m telescopes



Lower the energy threshold

2012-now2002-2012



H.E.S.S. II Rapid 
Repointing System 

Fully automatic, no human-in-loop

In order to minimise this delay, 2 major improvements have been 
made for CT5 over the original 4 telescope array 
 
1. the telescope drive system of CT5 is significantly updated over that 
of the original H.E.S.S. system, allowing a full rotation of the 
telescope (360 in azimuth) in 3.5 minutes 
 
2. CT5 is able to point in reverse-mode, allowing the telescope to slew 
through zenith, resulting in significantly faster repointing for some 
GRBs, where otherwise a large azimuthal slew would be required 



HAWC simulated light 
curve

With less than 1/3 of the array active, the HAWC 
observatory limits for GRB 130702A, which is at a close 
redshift of z = 0.145

Simulated HAWC light curve of GRB 090510



What have H.E.S.S./MAGIC/
VERITAS/HAWC seen?



Short GRBs and 
gravitational wave

NS-NS mergers are progenitors of short GRBs

NS-NS mergers produce gravitational wave bursts, 
detectable by LIGO/Virgo, etc., before GRBs

Only wide-field detectors can observe this g-wave 
precursor before GRBs

LHAASO’s has a irreplaceable role here!





LHAASO opportunities
Best instrument to observe GRB prompt emission (and 
before)

Maybe a good early 
science project


